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Part A Shielding of Neutrons Generated by A 14 MeV Neutron Generator
Installed in The Chinese University of Hong Kong
A neutron generator shielding house, in which a 14 MeV neutron
generator with a 4n yield of 1x 1011 neutrons per second is installed,
it is built with labyrinth gzometry and made of ordinary concrete and
paraffin block.
Rough estimation fcr fast neutron flux in a location directly
above the neutron generator target, but outside the shielding layers,
is 7.7 x 10-3 n/cm2-s which is resulted from the approximation that
for 14 MeV neutron, the flux is reduced by a factor of 10 for each 15
inches of solid concrete,. or for each 8.2 inches of paraffin wax, dis-
regarding the effect of scattering from the surrounding shielding
materials.
In order to take the geometrical effect of the shielding into
consideration, a computer program, FORTRAN IV, is devised for calculat-
ing the neutron flux at the same location, using the Monte Carlo tech-
nique in a simplified L-dimensional diffusion of neutron through the
shielding layers. The result of this calculation is about 0.1 n/cm2-s
in good agreement with the result of measurement using a BFI counter.
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Part B Fast Neutron Spectrometry in The Surrounding of A 14 MeV
Neutron Generator
For convenience of future use for irradiating biological
samples, neutron spectra at various positions inside the generator
room is investigated using an organic scintil_lator recoil-proton
spectrometer, incorporating pulse shape discrimination against gamma
rays. NE 213 liquid scintillator is employed as the detector, and
Pulse Shape Analyser (Ortec, model 488) is employed in the pulse shape
discrimination (PSD) circuit. Computer analysis is used to obtain the
neutron energy spectrum covering the energy range of 0,1 MeV to 16 MeV
from the measured recoil proton pulse-height distribution.
To check the proper function of the PSI) system, the neutron
energy spectrum of Am-Be neutron source is taken.. using the system,
with the result agreeing to that published by the manufacturer.
Neutron spectra are taken at various angles of observation
with the peak positions of primary neutron for various angles of
observation agree quite well with that predicted by the kinematics,
for molecular deuteron as the incident particle and the triton as
the target nuclei.
The use of paraffin collimator does not have a significant
alternation of the neutron energy spctrum. But, it can reduce rapidly
the percentage intensity covered by the primary neutron peak in the
shadow region of the collimator. Lead bricks are also used to con-
struct a collimator, also, it does not have a significant alternation
of the neutron ene.rc spectra,
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Part C Analysis of Oxygen Content in Steel By Means of 14 MeV Neutrons
A 14 NeV neutron generator of sealed-tube type with maximum
neutron output of 1011 n/sec, incorporated with a pneumatic sample
transfer system of single-tube type and with a single rotation of the
sample during neutron irradiation are used to develop a method, by
means of which oxygen content in steel can be determined in the ppm
range with the best precision, and at the same time, to make the process
suitable for routine work in industrical applications.
The pneumatic sample transfer system is made to incline at an
angle of about 200 towards the horizontal level at the irradiation
station. Together with a constant pressure gas reservoir for providing
a constant op'.imum gas pressure in the transfer tube, the system gives
a result of nearly perfect reproducibility in the operation.
A pulse shape analyser system incorporated with an organic
scintillation detector is used-for monitoring of the neutron flux
level duri:ig the period of neutron irradiation of the sample. The
percentage standard deviation of the neutron counts by the present
monitoring system ranges from 0.9 to 2.7%, with 0.5% as the percentage
statistical deviation alone.
Polyethylene of oxygen content, 163 ppm, determined by comparison
with luci_te is used as the steel sample carrier. A 3 x 3 NaI(Tl)
crystal is used with a'single channel analyser to count the 6.1 and
7.1 MeV gamma rays emitted from N 16 resulted from the reaction 0 16 (n p) N 1-6
An optimum combination for the time of irradiation, delay, and counting
of the induced activity, of 30, 0.1 and 30 sec, respectively. are
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chosen in the present experiment.Thus for a .100 gm steel sample with
oxygen concentration of 170 ppm, the percent standard deviation is
about 4.4% which is, in fact, the counting statistics itself, resulted
from neutron flux level of 1.3 x 108 n/cm2-s at the sample.
As the present activation analysis makes use of the comparison
method, a steel-mylar standard made of layered steel and mylar discs
is prepared and a calibration curve constructed. A method for correct-
ion for the contribution of oxygen in the polyethylene sample carrier
is devised and the content of oxygen in the steel standard is determined.
A survey of the neutron flux distribution is also attempted
and it is found that nearly symmetrical distribution of th.e flux,
about the centre of the sample carrier which is placed with its axis
in parallel to'the plane of the disc-shaped target of the neutron
generating tube, is quite far from being flat.
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SHIELDING OF NEUTRONS GENERATED BY A 14 MeV NEUTRON
GENERATOR INSTALLED IN THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
11. The neutron generator (1)
The neutron generator (Kaman, Type-711A) is of sealed-tube
type. It comprises of four components, namely, control console, cool-
ing unit, power supply and accelerator tube. Long cables (20 and 50
feet) are provided for interconnecting the components. The accelerator
tube can be quite separated from the cooling unit and the power supply,
while the control console is installed in a remote area. The accel-
erator tube is mounted horizontally so that.the water condensed on the
tooling cap surroundings will not sip into the accelerator doom.
The maximum neutron output of 1011 n/s is given from a small
sealed tube of size 10 diameter x 20 long. The nuclear reaction
involved is:
In the accelerator tube, there are two gas occulsion elements made of
titanium wrapped on tungsten heating wire. If titanium is heated and
then cooled, it absorbs hydrogen isotopes which is released when re-
heated. Deuterium and tritium gas are ionized inside the Penning-ion-
gauge type source. The positive ions extracted from the source are
accelerated towards the target'which is covered with deuterium and
tritium. As the gas is consumed, it is replaced from the gas reser-
voir. The rate of gas evolution, and consequently the pressure in the
accelerator assembly, are controlled by passing a variable current
through the reservoir elements. Thus a steady rate of output of neut-
ron is attained automatically. (For more description of the acceler-
ator assembly, see appendix 1.)
2In addition to the production of neutrons, the neutron gener-
ator produces a very high output of X-ray-with a maximum energy of 200
keV. At the point of maximum intensity on the surface of the generator,
the X-ray dose when neutrons are being generated is approximately 600
mr/hr at 1 mA beam current. At the target end, the X-ray dose is ap-
proximately the same as it is on the surface of the housing, i.e.' 600
mr/hr. When neutrons are being generated the X-ray dose is found to
have been reduced to a safe level by the neutron shielding.
2. Description of the shielding
According to AEC regulation, 10 CFR 20, the normal allowable
dose of fast neutron for 40 hour-week is 10 n/cm2-s. (2) But, as the
neutron generator is installed in a teaching institution with class-
rooms, and uncontrolled area so near to the installation site, radiat-
ion shielding should be more considerate than just to meet the regul-
ations. It is also essential to taking consideration. of the possible
research projects. In our case, projects such as neutron spectrometry,
neutron dosimetry, activation analysis, and biological effects of
neutrons'are planned, space is reserved for sett::ng the fast pneumatic
sample transfer system, and other measuring equiDnments. Thus the
shielding house is of labyrinth geometry. Shielding materials used
are ordinary concrete, paraffin block, iron plate and lead sheet. The
scheme of construction.of the whole shielding house is shown in figs.
1-3 (plan, longitudinal, and transverse section). The neutron gener-
ator room of area 471 is situated in the lower ground floor of
the J7niversity Science Centre, with classrooms directly above and on
the left. All space outside the room is uncontrolled. The neutron
generator room is partitioned by a concrete wall into a control room
and a source room. Lead plates are posted on the lower part of the
wall to shield the capture gamma rays. The neutron generator system,
excluding the control console which is placed in the control room, is
entirely contained inside the source room and no people stay in this
room when the generator is in operation.
The shielding house, in which both the high voltage- power sup-
ply and accelerator tube are installed, is built of a pit of size
x 10' x 6'8 in the source room. Going down the stairs into the pit,
there is a 20" thick wall on the right of a 2 thick iron door, leads
to the first compartment where the high voltage power supply and the
cooling unit arc installed. The other compartment where the acceler-
ator tube is installed is separated from the first one by two concrete
walls (each of thickness of 36") and a 5" thick iron door with paraffin
sandwiched inside. Trenches are provided for the running of the power
cables and the cooling lines. The top of the pit is covered with para-
ffin and concrete blocks of different thicknesses. The thickest part
which is made of 24 thick of paraffin and 48" thick of concrete, is
directly above the compartments for the accelerator -tube. An exhaust
gas pipe line runs from the first compartment into the open air, by-
passing the control room. It is used to vent the SF6 gas kept inside
the power supply tank and the accelerator tube as an insulating medium.
Door interlocks are installed at the door to the source room and the
other two doors in the pit to ensure that the neutron generation cannot
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The Neutron Generator Room (Transverse Section,Iig. 3
3. Estimation.of the neutron flux at various locations
We estimate the neutron flux at various locations around the
shielding house using the following formula:(3)
N l
F4 r
where is the neutron flux in neutron/cm2-sec; N is the total
Zeutron output of accelerator tube in neutrons/sec, and equals to-1011
n/s in the present case; r is the distance of the source from the
Dbserved point F is the reducing factor (for 14 MeV neutron, the
neutron flux is-reduced by a factor of 10 for each 15 inches of solid
concrete (4), or for each 8.2 inches of paraffin wax (5)
The following table contains the fast neutron flux at various
locations, marked 1 to 14 in figs. 1-3:
Location
Flux 21 4 53
6.4x10 1 1.9x10-1n/cm2-sec 1.7x10 1 8.8x10 22.3x10 1
Location
Flux 6 108 97
7.7x10-3n/cm2-sec 1.1x10-5 5.9x10-58.0x10-4 2.3x10-2
Location
Flux ll 12 13 14
8.2x10-1 2.4x10-4n/cm2-sec 2.9x10-4 2.5x1.0 1
The locations marked 1 to 5 and 14 in figs. 1-3 are unoccupied
area during operation of the generator. While the locations marked 6
to 13 are occupied area where the neutron flux is well below the max-
imum permissible level (10 n cm -s for 40 hour-week). For utmost
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safety measure, the neutron generator is scheduled for operation only
when the classroom immediately above the accelerator tube is unoccupied.
4. Measurement of the neutron flux
4.1 Texas Convention
Measurement of the absolute neutron output from the target is
done according to the Texas Convention Technique. (6) (see appendix 2)
The reaction involved is Cu63(n,2n)Cu62. A copper foil is irradiated
at 20 cm from the target for 1 minute and counted for the 0.51 MeV
gamma from positron annihilation for 1 minute at 2.7 cm from a 3 x 3
[VaI(T1)detector. A neutron flux of 3.5 x 1010 n/s resultes when the
accelerator voltage is at 150 kV and the beam current at 3.5 mA.
4.2 The BF'_ counter
Another measurement of the neutron flux at the uncontrolled area
is made using a portable neutron survey meter. It is a BF3 counter
(Victoreen model Lf88A) nlaced'inside a solid cylindrical polyethylene
moderator surrounded by a cadmium cap of thickness 1/36. A neutron
survey meter of such construction has the characteristics that the
detection effic:i_ency is a function of neutron energy. The detection
efficiency is constant in the region extending from thermal energy to
10 keV neutron energy, but rises until l moV neutron energy. However,
the relation between neutron dose in rem and neutron energy is almost
the same as that of detection efficiency vs neutron energy. (7) So
the counting rate read from the meter gives an accurate indication as
far as neutron dose in rem is concerned.
In our case, the survey meter is calibrated against a standard
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Am-Be neutron source which has an average neutron energy of 4 MeV.
Readings taken from the meter when-the BF3 counter is surrounded by
the polyethylene cylinder and the cadmium cap should correspond to
fast neutron dose although slow neutrons as well as fast neutrons
may exist at the location of measurement.
In the measurement of fast neutrons at point 7 which is in
the classroom di-ectly above the accelerator tube, the indicator of
the-neutron survey meter fluctuates within the range of 0 to 0.7
n/cm 2_, with the average indication below 0.1 n/cm 2-s. In the. measure-
ment of thermal neutrons at thesame location, the meter fluctuates
within the range of o to l nth/cm2
-s, with the average indication be low
0.5 n th /cm2-s. In tie measurement of both the fast and thermal neutrons
at other uncontrolled area, the meter shows hardly any indication.
5. Monte Carlo Calculation of diffusion of neutron through the shielding
In order to take the geometrical effect of the shielding in
the calculation of neutron flux at location 7 .into consideration, a
computer program, FO: TRAN IV, is devised. (see appendix 3) The method
is a simplified one of Monte Carlo, type, because it replaces the soph-
isticated 3-dimensional scattering by a 1-dimensional diffusion of
neutron through the shielding.-
The basic principle involved in this semi-analytical method,
consists of a random generation. of the neutron history. in the shielding
materials. The neutron history includes the scattering angle in CM
frame and the scattering tare (i.e. hydrogen or carbon in case of
paraffin silicon, oxygen, calcium or iron in case of concrete).
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From these, the energy of a neutron after scattering, the corresponding
scattering angle in LAB frame, and the scattering cross section are cal-
culated. Using th.,ese parameters, the probability of penetration
through a certain thickness of the shielding after a certain number of
scattering can be calculated. Then the average probability of pene-
tration with different number of scattering is used in the estimation
of the flux at location 7. At the outset of the random generation of
the neutron history, it has taken into consideration that the out-
going neutron from the accelerator tube r.!ay enter directly into the
paraffin-concrete layer on the top or scatter into it from the sur-
rounding concrete :calls and floor of the rectangular compartment,
(refer to fig. 4), inside which the accelerator tube is installed. In
our calculatiin, totally 100 neutrons, each of them having its own













fig.4 The geometry of the shielding house considered
in the Monte Carlo Calculation
The illustrative flow chart, fig. 5, shows how the calculatic
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fig. 5 Illustrative Flow Chart to show the Calculation of Neutron
Flux by Monte Carlo Method (1-dimensional)
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calculate penetration probability
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The following are the explanatory notes to the illustrative
flow chart:
Note 1: c is generated by firstly generating a random number R,
where it is calculated by
then
Thus the value of c is from -1 to +1, corresponding to cos 180 to
cos 0°.
c is then compared with cos 91, (refer to fig. 4), and if c is
between cos 0 0 and cos 91, then the neutron is considered as entering
into the paraffin shielding directly.
Note 2: If c is between cos 9 and cos(n-92), (refer to fig. 4),
then the neutron is considered as going to the side walls. while if
c is between cos(it-92) and cos 180°, then the neutron is considered
as going to the floor.
Note 3: When we consider the neutron scattering inside the concrete
floor, by randomly generating the scattering angle in CM frame, 9cm
and the scattering target in the concrete floor, then the scattering
angle in LAB frame, Slab' and the energy after scattering are calcul-
ated. if cos 91ab is greater than cos 93, then the neutron is consid-
to the paraffin shielding following one scattering inered as going
the floor. The probability of such a process is exp(-2), for the
neutron is considered as travelling one mean free path each before
and after scattering in the concrete floor. Thus for this neutron a
factor of exp(-2) is multiplied to the final probability of penetration




through the paraffin-concrete shielding. On the other hand, if cos 9lal
is smaller than cos O3, the second scattering angle in CM frame, and*
the scattering target in concrete are generated. cos O1ab is compared
with cos O3 again, and if cos Slab is smaller than cos O3, the neutron
is considered as lost, and the penetration probability of that neutron
.through the paraffin-concrete shielding is zero. However, if cos O lab
is greater than cos O3, the neutron is considered as going to the
paraffin shielding after two scatterings in the concrete floor. Thus
for this neutron a factor of exp(-4) is ry.ultiplied to the final pro-
bability of penetration through the paraffin-concrete shielding.
Note 4: The neutron is regarded as scattering inside the side
concrete wall. The process is similar to that considered in the con-
crete floor, except cos Olab is compared with cos O4, (fig. 4), here.
Note.5: After considering the various possible process by which
the neutron can enter into the paraffin-concrete shielding on the
top, we start the calculation of the penetration probability of the
neutron th.rough the paraffin layer for a certain number-of scattering
inside the paraffin. The neutron energy must be greater than 0.01 MeV
if it is'to be considered for the next scattering process, and up to
the maximum number of fifty times. At each scattering process the
scattering angle in CM frame and the scattering target in paraffin
(i.e. hydrogen or carbon) are generated randomly. In paraffin, the
fraction of hydrogen nuclei is 0 .6743, and that of carbon nuclei is
0.3257. By generating a random number with value between 0 and 1,
and compare this number with 0.671+3, the scattering target in the
scattering process is decided.
Note 6: The scattering angle in the LAB frame can be calculated as
where A is the mass number of the scattering target' Ci is equivalen-
to cos Slab' is stored as an array for the later use in the calculation
of the penetration probability i denotes the ith scattering process
in paraffin.
The ener after ith scatterin is
where Fi_1 is the neutron energy just before the ith scattering. The
initial neutron energy in the present case is 1=f.6 MeV if the neutron
from the generator tube enters directly into the paraffin-concrete
shielding. The scattering cross section of the paraffin is calculated
as
The values of the coefficients are nH and nC, in units of1O24 cm3-
with n denoting the number of nuclei per unit volume. aI (E) and GC(E)
are calculated from the empirical formula
where the coefficients a0, al, a2,a3, a4 and.a5 are determined by
the least square polynomial fit of the total scattering cross section.
at various energies.( 8)
Note 7: The probability Pi+l(T) for a neutron to penetrate throng
the shielding of thickness T after the :i±l th scattering is calculated







oparaffin(E) =0.07935 0H(E)+ 0.03833 0c(E)
0(E)=a0 +alE +a2E2+a3E3+a4E4 +a5E5
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The above integral has an analytic solution:
where uj. denotes 0 or T according to cj >0 or cj <0, respectively,
and the constants Aij can be calculated from the recurrence relation
Note 8: Each time, when calculation of the penetration probability
after a certain number of scattering in paraffin is finished, calcul-
ation of the penetration. probability through the concrete layer is
proceeded.. The procedure ir the concrete layer is similar to-that of
the paraffin layer. The maximum number of scattering considered in
concrete is also 50 times, and the neutron energy must be greater
than 0.01 MeV for it is to be considered for the next scattering pro-
cess, In the concrete, the scattering target are'oxygen, silicon,
calbium and iron. The respective fraction of abundance of these scatt-
ering targets are 0.696, 0.256, 0.022, and 0.026, In generating the
scattering target for a certain scattering process, the fractions of
abundance are taken.into account. The scattering cross section of the
concrete is calculated as
acancrete(E)= 0.04 166 o0 (E)+ 0.01512 osi (E)+ 0.00138 oCa (E)
















Again, the coefficients are n0' nCa, nsi, nFe in units or iU cm
with n denoting the number of nuclei per unit volume.
Note 9: The average value of the penetration probability of the
neutron through the concrete layer for different number of scattering
inside the concrete is calculated by taking the mean value of the
penetration probability of the neutron through the concrete layer after
a certain number of scatterings inside the concrete. This value is
multiplied with the value of penetration probability of the neutron
through the paraffin layer after a certain number of scatterings.in
the paraffin to give the penetration probability through the paraffin-
concrete shielding for that particular number of scatterings in the
paraffin this value is denoted by Psh. When the maximum number of
scatterings, 50, is reached or the neutron energy has degraded below
0.01 MeV, we calculate the average value of Psh for different numbers
of scatterings in paraffin to give, Pt, the average penetration pro-
bability of that particular neutron through the paraffin-concrete
shielding after its birth from the neutron source. t ranges from 1
to 100, i.e. totally 100 neutrons are considered in our calculation.
Note 10: The final.average penetration probability through thee
paraffin-concrete shielding for the neutron generated by the neutron
source, Ptot' is obtained by taking the moan value of Pt the neutron
flux at location 7, Sr,, is
neutron/cm2 -sec
The denominator is the area subtended by twice of the angle 1 (fig. 4),




the incident neutrons are considered for leaking through the paraffin-
concrete shielding layer.
The computer program consists of a main program, five subroutine
segments, and two function segments. Totally there are 362 statements
and computer core used is 6500 words. The computer time used is 600,
miliseconds for each initial input of the random number.
The calculated result is found to vary from 0.02 n/cm2-s to
0.4 n/cm2-s depending on the initial input of the random number. Ty e
average result for 12 different runs with different initial random
number is about O.l n/cm2-s.
6. Conclusion.and discussion
The result of the simplified Monte Carlo Calculation for the
neutron flux at location 7, 0.1 n/cm2-s, is in good agreement with the
measured value using.a BF3, survey meter. The excellent agreement
between the calculated and the measured result is considered as due,
to the simplicity of the geometry and the monochrome of the neutrons
generated from the accelerator tube.
The discrepancy between the values by the rough estimation and
by the simplified Monte Carlo Calculation, for the neutron flux at
location 7, 7.7 x 10-3 n/cm2-s and 7. x 10-1 n/cm2-s, respectively, is
certainly due to disregarding of the effect of scattering from the
surrounding shielding materials in the rough estimation. Although
the method of rough estimation is suggested by the manufacturer of the
neutron generator, one should be more cautious about the estimation
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of the leaked neutrons in the uncontrolled area. In designing a neut-
ron shielding house such as the present one, it is strongly adviced
to take into consideration at least a safety factor of 10 in addition
to that allowed basing on the calculated flux using the method of
rough estimation as suggested by the manufacturer.
PART B
FAST NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY IN
THE SURROUNDING OF A 14 MeV NEUTRON GENEPATOF
1. Introduction
A 14 MeV neutron generator, of sealed-tube type, is popular
in neutron activation analysis, study of biological effects of.neutron
irradiation, and neutron radiotherapy. However, before an appropriate
use of the neutron generator, study of the energy distribution of the
output neutrons from the neutron generator has to be made. Energy
distribution of `ire output neutrons is.a characteristics of the neut-
ron generator, but it may also depend on the geometry and the material
used in the shielding house where the generator is installed. Neutron
spectrometry is, therefore, necessary in the surrounding of the gener-
ator.
Most neutron spectrometry at low energies (< l eV) utilizes
Bragg diffraction in a crystal spectrometer. Use of the crystal
spectrometer at neutron energies much below the thermal region is
limited by the -importance of higher order reflections involving the
intense Maxwe.lian peak. At higher energies its usefulness is limit-
ed by its poor resolution and the falling intensity-- the reflectivity
of the crystal-varies as l/E. The usefulness of crystal spectrometers
is therefore restricted to neutron energies below about 10 eV.
At high energies(> l MeV), observation if the energies of
charged reaction products or recoil. protons in knock-on elastic coll-
isions can be use l to infer the energies of fast neutrons. Simple
recoil proton counter includes the typical pAroportional counter in
which hydrogen or methane is filled. A much higher efficiency with
much smaller wall and end effects can be realized if recoil proton
scintillation counters are used for detection. Organic crstals
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(anthracene, stilbbene, etc.), liquid scintillators, and plastic scin-
tillators are suitable for this prupose.
The simultaneous observation of the energy and angle of emiss
ion of a recoil proton is possible in a nuclear emulsion. In working
with nuclear emulsions, both internal and external recoil proton sources
are used, i.e. either the protons originate in a special foil outside
the emulsion, or they are produced in the photoplate itself. By use
of special types of nuclear emulsion, proton energies as low as 200
keV can be measured. For this reason, the nuclear emulsion is very
frequently used to investigate neutron energies in the range 0.2 to
20 keV. For the determination of neutron energy in the range 50 to
500 keV, recoil proton tracks in cloud chambers are used.
Anothrr type of fast neutron spectrometer utilizes the exo-
thermic reaction He3(n.,p)T + 0.76 MeV. Here the kinetic energy of
the neutron is added to the reaction energy and can therefore be
deduced from the pulse height obtained in a proportional counter
containing the He3. This type of reaction spectrometer has the
advantage that no knowledge on the direction of the incident neutron
is required, so that such an instrument is suitable for measuring
fast neutron spectra close to a weak source.
However, the only technique which offers a precise' determinat-
ion of neutron energies over the entire range of interest (certainly
from 10-2 to 108 eV) ic the time.-of--flight method. Given a sufficient
intensity, the precision of this method can always be arbitrarily
increased by increasing the distance (flight path) over which the
timing is accomplished. Furthermore, the use of multichannel time
analysers permits the measurement to be made at thousands of different
energies simultaneously.
Certain nuclear reactions, such as (n,2n) reactions, inelastic
scattering, and so=,e (n,p) and (n,a) reactions, occur only when the
neutrons have energies above a particular threshold energy. In many
cases, these reactions result with a radioactive product which can
then be measured after the irradiation. With the help of threshold
detectors in the foam of foil, one can determine the flux, the energy
spectrum, or the dose of fast neutrons. Such foils are of special
significance in measurements in bulk media (eg.reactors).
In the present work, only the liquid scintillation detector
(recoil proton type) incorporated with pulse shape discrimination
technique is dealt with. This fast neutron spectrometer system has
the advantages of high efficiency, simplicity in construction as com-
pared to the elaborate time-of-flight spectrometer, and the complete
neutron energy spectrum can be produced in a short time as the entire
procedure of measurement is quite automatic with the computer doiig
the data analysis.
2. The neutron spectrometer
Fast neutron energy spectrum can be obtained by means of pulse
(10) organic liquid
scintillation detector such as NE 213, is irradiated with neutrons
(11)
and gamma rays, it will produce pulses of different fall time,
resulting from the recoil protons and the Compton electrons respect-
ivelvs (see anbenciix 4 for the interaction of neutrons the
shape discrmination (PSD)technique.
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liquid scintillation detector) A pulse shape analyser is then used
to discriminate the recoil proton pulses against the Compton electron
pulses, and then provides a logic pulse for coincidence with the line-
arly amplified recoil proton pulses. The recoil proton pulse is then
fed to the multichannel pulse-height analyser to produce a recoil
proton energy spectrum. The neutron energy spectrum can be resulted.
from unfolding the recoil proton energy spectrum, using the standard
computer (12)program. (see appendix 5 for the method of.unfelding
the neutron energy spectrum) A block diagram of the neutron spectrc







ffg. 6 Block diagram of the neutron energy spectrometer
system
Instead of adapting tr e usually employed PSD circuit consisted
of several modules with different functions, we employ the pulse
shape analyser (Ortec, model j.88) which incorporates the different
functions into a single module. For example, Hannan, et. al. (13)
employed a PSD circuit consistiag of a fast discriminator, a gat
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and delay generator, a timing single channel analyser, a time to pulse
height converter and analyser. This utilized the zero-crossover method,
i.e. the time position at which a doubly differentiated voltage pulse
recrosses the baseline, since this position depends upon the initial
pulse shape. The pulse shape analyser of Ortec 458 (14), however,
consists of three basic functionings: An input and compression
circuitry, a dual constant-fraction discriminator, a time to pulse
height converter, and a single channel analyser. The dual constant-
fraction discriminator, generates the first time markers when the
unipolar input pulse from a shaping amplifier has decayed to approx-
imately 90% of its peak amplitude, and the second time marker when
it has decayed to approximately 10% of its peak amplitude. The time
to pulse height converter then measures the time interval between the
90% and 10% markers and converts the information to a voltage in the
range 0-10 V, independent of the input amplitude from the linear
amplifier.
Fig. 7 shows the fall time spectrum produced by the gamma
rays of Na22 source. Fig. 8 shows the fall time spectrum produced
by both the gamma rays and the neutrons from the 14 MeV neutron Ren-
erator. The figure of merit is
where T is the time difference between the maxima of gamma peak and
neutron peak Ty is the width of the gamma peak at half maximum value
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of Na22 gamma rays and neutrons
together
This spectrometer system has the advantage of simplicity
apart from the corrections of leakage of pu__ses due to gamma rays
in the PSD circuit and the alpha particle contribution to the light
output spectra, (15) the whole dcess of measurement is quite simple
and automatic. The ideal PSD circuit should have its linear output
voltage dependent on the fall timE of the input pulse only, and ind ep-
endent on the amplitude of the input pulse, Presently the pulse shape
analyser used can only attain this characteristic with a highly stable
input power, low amplifier gain, and the total neutron counting rate
not exceeding 3000 counts. Thus.great care has to be exerciood
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in the use of the pulse shape analyser. Also, as it cannot stand high
counting rate, the statistical error is bound to be large, and causes
inconvenience in some cases. For instance, when using it as a neutron
monitor in the neutron activation analysis experiment, in which high
neutron flux is confronted.
3. The neutron energy spectra
3.1 Am-Be neutron spectrum
To check the proper function of the PSD system, the neutron
energy spectrum of Am-Be neutron, source which is manufactured by The
Radiochemical Centre, Ame rsham, is taken using the system. Certainly,
the source cannot be used for calibration of the spectrorrme ter, as
there are wide variations in the data of the spectrum published by
different workers. The result of measurement, as shown in fig. 9,
shows peaks at 3.4, 4.8,' and 7.8 MeV, and shoulder at 9,5 sae'!, which
are also identified by the nianufacturer. (16) The peaks at 463, and
6.8 MeV which are identified by the manufacturer, however, 0+ not
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identified Ares ently or b other workers.
3.2 Neutron spectra at various angle of observation
In order to see the variation of neutron energy distribution
at various angles of observation, the neutron energy spectra is taken
, andat the angles of observation of 0°, 40°, 70°, 90°, 110°, x..5 50
150o, and at the same distance of 120 cm• from the target. Fig. 10
shows the neutron energy spectra at 0°, 90°, and 150°, in which the
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fig. 10 Neutron energy spectra at 0°, 90° and 150°
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.From fig. 10, it is evident that there is no significant difference
in the general shape of the neutron energy spectra at different angles
of observation, other than a slight change of the peak positions for
the primary neutrons. The variation in the peak positions for the pri-
mary neutrons followvs closely with that predicted by the kinematics.
The kinetic energy of the output neutrons, K , is given as
® is the angle of observation, Q is the disintegration energy, and
equals to 17.6 NeV in the present case; Kd is tiie kinetic energy of
the deuteron in molecular form, and equals to 0.08 MeV, when the
accelerating voltage is 160 kV. From the above formula, it is evid-
ent that when the incident molecular deuteron energy is 0.08 MeV, the
neutron energy is maximum at 0° with K equals to 14.7 MeV, and min-
n
irnum at 180° with K equals to 13.5 MeV. However, if the deuteron
n
beam is in atomic form with Kd equals to 0.16 MeV, then the output
neutron energy, Kn, has maximum of 15.0 Mev at 0° and a minimum of
13.3 MeV at 180°. Also, as mentioned in appendix 1, both the source
and the target are admixture of both deuterium and tritium. Therefore,
there is a chance that the triton will be accelerated, to bombard
deuterium nuclei with Kt equals to either 0.16 iieV or 0.08 MeV. Then
the output neutron energy will again be different. Fig. 11 shows the
variation of the neutron energy as a function of the angle of obser-
vation for the four different cases as calculated by the ki.rnematics.
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However,the difference of the neutron energies due to different types
of the accelerated particles cannot be resolved in the present spect-
rometer system,as the energy difference between the two cases,as
shownin fig.11, is less than 0.2 Mev/. But, inferring from the peak
positions of the primary neutron spectra at different angles of obser-
vation,it is seen that the present beamsource is mainly in molecular
form, which is in good accordance with the manufacturer's published
result that the beam is mainly of molecular form with about 3-5% in
atomic form.(18)
IncidentParticle Energy= 0.16MeV:
(1) T+D He4 + n
(2) D+T He4 + n
IncidentParticleEnergy= 0.08MeV:
(1) T+D He4 + n
(2) D+T He4 + n
Angle of observation(Degree)
fig.11 Variation of neutron energy as a function of the
angles of abservation for different modesof






















3.3 Experimental results of using a collimator
The collimator is constructed of paraffin filling a hollow
cylindrical iron can. Neutron energy spectra are taken at various
locations on the line perpendicular to the collimator axis. Fig. 12
shows the four locations which has a successive increment of 12 cm
from the collimator axis. The neutron energy spectra taken inside
the collimator, outside the collimator but 'n the collimator axis,
and without the collimator, all show the same general shape. But,
as the.detector is placed further off the collimator axis, the inten-
sity of primary neutron peak decreases. The table in fig. 12 shows
the relative intensity in terms of the counts, for the primary netit-
ron peaks in the region 12.0 to 15.6 MeV and 0.1. to 16.0 MeV for
the total spectral region at locations (1), (2), (3), and (4). This
result shows that the intensity of the pri•nary peak falls off very
fast as the point of interest is moved away from the collimator axis,
but the total counts.falls off gradually. It is thought to be due to
the fact that at the locations in the shadow region of the collimator,
locations (2), (3) and (4), the counts are resulted from the low energy
neutrons scattered from the collimator material to that location.
Lead bricks are also used to construct a collimator similar
to that of paraffin, and the neutron spectra are taken under the
same geometrical condition as above. Again, both the general shape
and the relative intensity of the resultant neutron energy spectra
shows no significant difference between the two cases of whether hav-
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fig. 12 Arrangements of the neutron generator,
the collimator, ana the aetector.
4. General discussion and conclusion
Concerning the general shape of the neutron energy spectrum.,
it can be seers that the spectrum has two main parts, namely, the pri-
mary neutron peak in the energy region 12- 16 MeV, and the lower
energy part of energy below 4 MeV. The primary neutron pear is cert-
ainly due to the neutrons resulted from the D-T reaction. The lower
energy part may be due to several causes neutrons resulted from
the D-D reaction, leaked pulses of gamma rays in the PSD circuit,
neutrons scattered from the surrounding materials, and the neglecting
of the perturbation effects of elastic, inelastic carbon scattering
and alpha-producing reaction in the detector when the data is analysed
with the computer program used for unfolding the neutron energy spect-
rum, However, the neutrons scattered from the surrounding material
should be more or less uniformly distributed in the energy spectrum,
it should not give a rise of neutron intensity in region below 4 MeV
in the neutron energy spectrum. On. the othtr hand, the lower energy
part has a larger fraction of the total counts when the detector is
surrounded by lead bricks than the case without.lead bricks, thus the
lower energy part is not due to gamma rays as the lead bricks should
attenuate the intensity of the gamma rays while the increase of relat-
ive intensity is due to the degrading of the primary neutron.to lower
energy by the lead bricks. Also, the energy of neutrons resulted from
the D-D reactions ranges from 2.8 MeV at 00 to 2.18 MeV at 1800, while
the distribution of the lower energy region does not show any dis ting--
uish change for different angle of observation therefore, it can be
inferred that this lower energy region is not due to neutrons from
D-D reactions. Thus, this lower-energy region in the neutron energy
spectrum is probably due to the perturbation effects of elastic, in-
elastic carbon scattering and alpha producing reaction in the detector,
which has not been corrected when the data is analysed with the comp-
uter program used for unfolding the neutron energy spectrum.
From the peak positions of the primary neutrons for various
angles of observations, it can be seen that the output neutron energy
agrees quite well with that predicted by the kinematics, for molecular
deuterons as the incident particle and the triton as the target nuclei.,
This is the evidence of the molecular form of the beam source of the
generator tube as published by the manufacturer.
The use of the collimators does not have a significant alter-
nation of the neutron energy spectrum. But, it can reduce rapidly
the percentage intensity covered by the primary neutron peak in the
shadow region of the collimator. Scattering of neutrons from the
collimator materials is the main problem, as it gives rise to lower
energy neutrons in the shadow region.of the collimator.
PART C
ANALYSIS OF OXYGEN CONTENT IN STEEL BY MEANS OF 14 Me V NEUTRONS
1. Introduction
The development of 14 MeV neutron generator has made fast
neutron activation analysis simple and useful for industrical applicat--
on, since such analysis can be fast, accurate and nondestructive.
The advantages and disadvantages of the fast neutron activation analy-
sis are usually different from that of other analytical methods, and
making it complementary to other methods. or instance, some analyses
are very simple and fast with neutron activation, while other chemical
nethods are quite complicated and time consuming. The use of fast
neutron in the analysis of oxygen in metals, particularly is becoming
accepted as the standard technique.
Neutron activation analysis is usually done in two ways,
namely, the absolute method and the comparison method. However, almost
all activation analysis work is performed by the comparison method.
In the absolute method, (19).(20), the amount of the element,
W, can be calculated from the measured activity., A, using the follow--
infz formula.
where, a is the neutron activation cross section 9 is the isotopic
abundance (I) is the neutron flux. irradiating the sample,- including
geometrical correction N is the Avogadro's number M is the
molecular weight of the eleme nt is the detection efficiency,
including geometrical consideration C is the total attenuation
correction factor of neutron and gamma ray ti is the irradiation
time td is the decay time X is the decay constant
A=




Nargolwalla, et. al, had developed a technique to determine
the total attenuation correction factor which is the product of the
neutron attenuation factor and the gamma ray attenuation factor. (21)
The neutron attenuation factor is exp(-en dn), where do is the effect-
ive attenuation sample thickness and en is the neutron absorption coe-
fficient expressed by
where i stands for all.elements present in the sample V is the volum
of the sample _oR(i) is the microscopic removal cross section of
element i 132. is' the weight of element i and M. is he atomic weigh
of element i. Similarly, the gamma gray attenuation factor is
exp(-eg dg) with
where,( ). is the mass attenuation coefficient for element i.
The accuracy of this method depends on the accuracy of the
nuclear constants and careful consideration of all that will affect
the measurement. The total systematic error may reach 20% in some
(19)
cases.
In the comparison method, comparison of the activ=ity of the
sample to the activity of a standarl is made under the conditions
that they have nearly the same matrix and analysed by identical pro-
cedure.
Let X and. S be the subscripts used to denote for the sample














if other constants relating the activity and the element present are
the same for both the sample and the standard. The neutron flux is
essentially the same for the sample and standard, but there may be a
slight variation of the neutron output during the two analyses, so a
neutron monitor is generally installed. If .R is the neutron monitor
counts during the irradiation period. then.
and therefore,
where, the amount of the element in the standard, Ws, is determined
by other method, usually chemical analysis. Therefore, the error of
the chemical analysis introduces uncertainty in the comparison method
A 14 MeV neutron generator (Kaman, type 711A) is used to pro-
vide a neutron source for activation analysis of oxygen content in
steel. Experitent is carried out to develop a method, by means of
which oxygen content in steel can be determined in the ppm range with
the best precision, and at the same time, to makt, the process suitable
for routine work in industrical,applications. During the experiment,
a flux measurement using the Texas Convention showed that the neutron
output is 1.8 x 1010 n/s when the accelerating voltage is 160 kV, and
the beam current at 3.0 mA. The neutron genera ting tube is installed
in a heavy shielding house remote from the control room where the
control of the production and the. whole process of activationnalyis
are made. There is no radiation problem of neutron in the control
room, except that there is gamma activity from the irradiated sample
near the counting station., This can be shielded by using lead bricks,
Other instrumentation required for the activation analysis
by using the comparison method are described fully in the following
sections.
2. The pneumatic sample transfer system
In order to send the sample to the neutron irradiation stat-
ion and then back to the counting station, a transfer mechanism is
installed consisting of a pneumatic tube system. in which gas pressure
is used for propulsion. It is a single-tube system with single rota-
tion of the sample during neutron irradiation. Installation of the
pneumatic transfer system, and arrangements of the other components
of the neutron generator system are shown in the plan view and long-
itudinal section of the neutron generator room (fig. 1 and fig. 2).
The transfer tube connecting the stations run through rooms, wit 1
most of its section fixed onto the wall. The tubing which forms a
closed loop has a gas inlet connected to the gas supply system, and
an outlet connected to the exhaust gas pipe line leading to open
atmoshpere.
The sample transfer system is composed of (fig. 13): a
sample loading station from which the sample is sent for irradiation
an irradiation station, consisting of a rotation nieehanisni at a rate
of 170 rpm a counting station surrounded by a gamma ray shielding
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fig. 13 Schematic diagram of the pneumatic transfer system
after counting; two branches of aluminium'tubings connecting the
stations, one of which is for both the transferring of the sample
and passing of the gas, while the other is only for the passing of
the gas: a pneumatic control box containing four solenoid valves to
control the direction of the gas blowing an adjustable constant pre-
ssure gas supply system, which is a gas cylinder modified to act as
a constant pressure gas reservoir connected either to the compressed
air supply jet, or to the high pressure nitrogen gas cylinder and
an electronic time programmer, to control the opening of the various
valves for blowing the sample to and. fro the irradiation station,
the time for irradiation, the delay of time between the end of .rrad-
iation and start of counting, and also the counting time.
The operation of the pneumatic transfer system is as follows:
The gas supply system is connected to the inlet of the pneumatic con-
trol box, and the outlet of the pneumatic control box is connected
to the exhaust gas pipe line leading to open.atmosphere. On the other
hand, the gas supply system is set up by connecting either the compre-
ssed air supply jet or the nitrogen gas cylinder to a gas bottle modi-
fied to act as a constant pressure gas reservoir, as the inner diameter
of the transfer tube (13/8") is very large in comparison with the out-
let jet of the gas supply system, so the flux of gas flowing directly,
into the transfer tube is not enough to fill the entire cross section,
of the tube to an optimum high pressure. Thus, the constant pressure
gas reservoir which has an outlet tube with an inner diameter compar-
able to that of the transfer tube, can supply the transfer tube with
an uniform optimum gas pressure for transferring the sample. The
optimum gas pressure in the gas reservoir.is found to be 28 lb/sq. in.
for pushing a 100 gm of sample in the present transfer system.
The capsule containing a sample is placed in the loading
station and the door of it is tightly closed before it is being blown.
As a steady production of neutron cannot be achieved within about 30
sec from turning on the neutron generation, neutron generation is
allowed to reach a steady production before sending the sample. The
electronic time programmer is now used to control the entire procedure
(fig. 14): the first step is that it activates. the solenoid valves,
SL2 and SL3, so that they open for 3. sec, letting the gas,blow the
sample from the loading station to the irradiation station; then it
starts to count the irradiation time and when the preset time is up,
the solenoid valves, SL1 and SL4, open for 3 sec, letting the gas
blow the sample from the irradiation station back to counting station
it then starts to count the delay time and when the preset delay time




fig. 14 Schematic diagram showing the operation
of the electronic time programmer
is up, it starts to count the counting time.and when the preset count-
ing time is up, it discharges the sample from the transfer tube by
opening the solenoid valve SL5 for 1 sec. If the time programmer is-
initially set to the 'automatic' mode, the whole process will be re-
peated automatically, otherwise, the process is started again by man-
ually pushing the 'start' button of the time programmer.
3Instrumentation
3.1 Neutron flux monitoring
In order to normalize the induced activity of the sample to
the same neutron flux level, a neutron flux monitoring system is set
up in the vicinity of the neutron generati:ig tube to measure the neut-
ron counts during the irradiation period of the sample. The system
employed is a part of the neutron energy spectrometer system using
the pulse shape discrimination technique.. A-i organic liquid scint-
illation detector (NE 213) produces pulses resulted from the recoil
protons due to neutrons, and Compton electrons due to gamma rays.
A pulse shape analyser is used to discriminate the recoil proton
pulses against the Compton electron pulses and to provide a logic
pulse which accounts for the neutron entering the liquid scintillator.
This pulse is then counted by using a scalar, gated by time programmer
so that it only counts during the irradiation period. Also, this pulse
is fed to the chart recorder so that any variation of the neutron flux
level may be noticed all the time. A block diagram of the neuron
flux monitoring system is shown in fig. 15.
NE213Detector
Pulsen Fre- Shape SrcalarY amp n.Y Analyser
Chart4v1.v Recorder Prnrammer
Block diagram of neutron flux monitoring systemfig. 15
As the pulse shape analyser cannot withstand high counting
rates, the NE 213 detector is placed behind the concrete wall which
separates the irradiation site from the other compartment (refer to
gig. 1). During the. experiment,the neutron flux level produced by
the neutron generator shows a noticeable variation. As a single-
tube transfer systei is used, it is necessary to normalize the act-
ivity of the irradiated sample to the same neutron flux level in a
series of experiments. For a series of ten consecutive measurements,
the percentage standard deviation of the neutron counts measured by
the present monitoring System ranges from 0,9% to 2,7%., whereas cont-
ribution from the percentage statistical deviation alone is 0.5%.
Other than the use of neutron detector in flux monitoring,
the so-called 'internal reference method' can also be used. In the
analysis of oxygen in steel, the internal reference method usually
employs the counting of the activity resulted from irradiation of
iron in steel. (22) However, it is found impractical as the half-
lives of the activities to be counted are quite different (23) 2.58
hrs for Mn56 resulted from reaction Fe56(n,p)Mn56 and-7.14 sec for
Ni6 resulted from reaction 016(n,p)N16. Thus, in a limited time
period, only one irradiation for a sample is possible, and resulting
with a bigger error. Also, the activity fr3m reaction Fe56(n,p)Mn56
gives gamma rays of energy 0.845 MeV, a region which is bound to
lave interference problem due to activities of other elements present
in the steel sample.
3.2 Sample activity counting
Analysis of oxygen depends on the reaction 0 16(n, p) N 16. The
product nucleus, N16, is radioactive and decays with a half-life 7.14
sec by emission of 6.1 and 7.1. MeV gamma rays. These gamma rays are
unique in that no elements present in the sample matrix can produce
gamma rays of such high energy. The threshold for the 016(n,p)N1_6
reaction is 10 MeV, thus the present 14 11eV neutron generator is
suitable for the purpose.
A 3" x 3" NaI(Tl) crystal is used to detect the .6.1_ and 7.1
MeV gamma rays from N16 The output pulses from the DTa.I(Tl) crystal
are amplified and analysed by a single channel analyser and then
registered by a scalar. The*electronic time programmer is used to
control the counting through the gate of the scalar. Fig. 16 is a






fig.16 Block diagram of the sample activity counting
system
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fig. 17 Part of the gamma spectrum from decay of N16
Fig. 17 shows a part of the gamma ray spectrum from decay of






of the linear output pulse from the amplifier, and the logic pulse
from the single channel.analyser at the appropriate setting of the
upper and lower level. The lower level cannot be set too low, other-
wise it will count the activity from other elements present in the
sample matrix. It can be easily noticed that the counts under the
energy region of interest get higher and higher with the consecutive
irradiations of the same sample if the lower. level is set too low.
This is due to the accumulation of the background activity contributed
by the impuriaies which emit gamma rays of longer half-life and lower
energy than that from N16
There are five peaks in the gamma ray spectrum of N16. (24)
The peak at 6,1 MeV corresponds to total absorption of the 6.1 MEV
gamma rays in NaI(Tl) crystal. The two escape peaks which are 0.51
and 1.02 MeV lower in energy than the 6.1 MeV peak, correspond resp-
ectively to single escape and double escape of the annihilation quanta
of the positron-electron, resulted from the interaction of 6.1 MeV
gamma rays with NaI(Tl) crystal by pair production. The7.1 NeV gamma
ray is of much lower intensity, it also produces two escape peaks.
The single escape peak is 0.51 MeV lower in enemy than the 7.1 MeV
peak, while the double escape peak merges with .the 6.1 MeV peak as
it is 1.02 MeV lower in energy than the 7.1 MeV peak,
3.3 Sample container
Although the sample is in solid form, a sample container is
used to transfer the sample in the pneumatic transCer tube, in aim
of minimizing the direct corrosive action between the sample and the
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tube. The sample container is made of low-oxygen content polyethylene.
It is machined from a polyethylene rod into a capsule-shaped container
of length 13/16", with a cap which can be screwed tightly onto the
body. (fig. 18) As the inner diameter of the present transfer tube
is13/"8, the thickest part at the two ends of the polyethylene cap-
sule is of diameter l1/"4 so that efficient transfering in the tube
is attained. The inner diameter of the capsule is 1". Therefore,
the size of the sample is of 1 diameter x 1" length.
0 1 2 3 in
fig. 18 Polyethylene capsule and the steel sample
4
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4. Experiments on analysis of oxygen content
4.1 Precision and statistics
The whole analyser system, with the irradiation station placed
horizontally, is tested for its reproducibility. The percent standard
deviation of a series of measurements ranges from 4.4% to 7.4%, of this
4.4% is from the counting statistics alone.
It is thought that the sample may recoil when blown to the
stopper at the irradiation station, and positions itself randomly.
Mott and Orange have shown that uncertainty of 10 mils in position--
(25) TJncert:ing can cause an error in the analysis as high as 3%
.ainty in positioning of the sample in the counting station also causes
error, but may not be so large as that is caused at the irradiation
station, because the 3 diameter of the NaI(Tl) crystal which is used
for detection of the gamma rays is larger than the beam focus of app-
roximately 5/8 diameter used for the present neutron generating tube..
In aim of minimizing the uncertainty in positioning the sample at the
irradiation station, the irradiation station is made to incline ac an
angle of about 200 towards the horizontal level. In this way, the
sample -will be pulled down by its weight to the stopper, and thus
positions itself at a fixed position consi stent.ly. The persent stand-
ard deviation of a series of measurements is then found to lie within
the percent standard deviation from counting statistics alone in most
of the experiments. Only occasionally does the percent standard devi-
ation exceed that from counting statistics alone, but within 1.5%.
Results of high deviation are considered as 'abnormal', and be
discarded in the calculation of an anlysis.
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It must be noted that without rotation of the sample during
the irradiation period, the percent systematic error is more than 10%.
Also, shown by the experimental results is that .the percent systematic
error of a series of measurement, when the rotator is turned prior
to sending the sample, has an average value slightly less than that
when the rotator is controlled by the time programmer and turned on
only during the irradiation period.
Different workers have suggested different combination for
the time of irradiation, delay, and counting D.E. Wood suggested an
irradiation time of 12 sec and counting time of 24 sec, (26) while
M. Cuypers and J. Cuypers suggested an irradiation time of 22 sec,
decay time of 7.3 sec, and counting time of 22 sec. (27) Also,
T.L. Isenhour and G.H. Morrison (28) has devised a computer program
to optimise the time for irradiation and decay in activation'analysis
they use a sample of cystine and considere ten different nuclear
reactionsof the elementsin the sample,the optimumtime of irradiation anddecayare foundto be both12 sec. But the chemicalformula
of cystine is C6H1204N2S2, which is quite different from the elementa]
composition of steel, so that the calculated value may not be the
optimum time for steel analysis. In the present investigation, it is
found that for irradiation time of 40 sec, delay time of o.1 sec, and
counting time of 40 sec, the percent systematic error is 0.06%, where-
as for other irradiation time and counting time less than 40 sec, i.e.
30, 22 and 12 sec, the percent standard deviation is within the per-
cent standard deviation from counting statistics alone. Certainly,
when the irradiation and counting time are sim,allei, the percent stat-
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istical standard deviation will be larger because of the lower activity
of the irradiated sample and smaller number of counts collected. Thus,
as a compromise for good counting statistic and less systematic error,
irradiation time, delay time and counting time, for the subsequent
experiments, of 30 sec, 0.1 sec and 30 sec respectively, are chosen.
With an optimum condition and settings of the system, for a 100 gm
sample with oxygen concentration of 170 ppm,the percent standard.
deviation is about 4.4%, which is, in fact, the counting statistics
itself, resulted from the neutron flux level of 1.3 x 108 n/cm2-s at
the sample. If the maximum neutron output, 1 x 1011 n/sec, is used,
the percent standard deviation would be decreased to 1.1%.
4.2 Calibration standard
The present activation analysis makes use of the comparison
method rather than the absolute method, that is, from the ratio of
activity of the sample, the standard and the known amount of oxygen
content in the standard, the oxygen content in the sample can be cal-
culated. However, in the preparation of the standard, it should be
borne in mind that it should have the identical geometry and the same
matrix as the sample, so as to assure that both the sample and the
standard are irradiated in the region of the same neutron: flux, the
same portion of them is counted by the detector, and they should have
the same effect of neutron flux depression and gamma ray attenuation.
D.E. Wood suggests that standards made of layered solids are conven-
ient when a low Level content of oxygen is to be analysed in a high
density matrix, such as in the analysis of oxygen in steel. (29)
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fig. l9 Steel-mylar standard for oxygen analysis
The present layered solid type of standrd (fig. 19) is pre-
pared by stacking discs of steel and mylar alternately and then put
into the polyethylene capsule. There are ten steel discs, each of 1"
diameter and 1/10" thick. The mylar discs are cut from sheets which
are either 0.48, 0.92 or 2 mils thick. The chemical formula for mylar
polyester is
i.e. the chemical composition is in the ratio of 4 oxygen, 8 hydrogen
and 10 carbon giving an oxygen content of 0.333 mg in one mg of mylar
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polyester. quantity of the mylar discs used is determined by weighing,
so the weight of oxygen added in the layered-solid standard can be
calculated.
A set of such standards with different added amount of oxygen
is being analysed and the ratio of gamma activity to the neutron counts
is plotted against the amount of oxygen added in the standard (fig. 20)
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A linear curve is produced 9 according, to D.E. 'door., this that
the analysis is neither affected-10y the uncertai.nt.i.es' p,rod.'.uced by the
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slight heterogenity present in this method of standard preparation,
nor the possible variation of attenuation within the standard with
added mylar content. (30) .Also, the curve can be extrapolated to the
negative X-intercept in order to determine the amount of oxygen pre-
sent in the steel discs and the polyethylene capsule, and if the
empty polyethylene capsule is analysed separately (refer to section
4.4), the amount of oxygen present in the steel discs can be determ-
ined..
4.3 Oxygen content in polyethylene capsule
Polyethylene is used as the material for fabrication of the
sample carriers. Experiment, is carried out to measure the oxygen con-
tent in the polyethylene used. In this, lucite is used as the stand-
ard for the comparison because their density are nearly the same.
Thus,same effect of neutron flux depression and gamma ray attenuat-
ion can be expected. Also, the fraction of oxygen in lucite Is known
to be 0.3196.
Both the lucite and the polyethylene sample are of cylindrical
rod shape, 1 dia. x 111. They are transferred., in turn, in the same
polyethylene sample carrier for analysis, and then the empty poly-
eth-,lene carrier is analysed. After subtraction of the contribution
from the empty polyethylene sample carrier, the result, i. e. the ratio
of gamma activity to the neutron monitor counts, from the polyethylene
sample is compared with that from the lucite sample, As the amount
of oxygen content in the lucite sample is known, the oxygen content
in polyethylene is calculated to be 163 ppm.
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4.4 Correction for sample carrier
As mentioned in the above section, the polyethylene sample
carrier contains 163 ppm of oxygen, thus a polyethylene carrier weigh-
ing 5 gm contains 0.8 mg of oxygen, which is important in low level
oxygen analysis,such as 100 gm steel sample with oxygen content of
1 ppm or, less. Therefore, in the analysis, the empty polyethylene
sample carrier is also analysed and correction is made accordingly.
However, before the analysis, the polyethylene sample carrier should
be flushed and closed in an atmosphere of nitrogen, otherwise the air
trapped inside the capsule would affect the result. The direct result
from the analysis of the empty polyethylene sample carrier does not
give the necessary correction, because in'the analysis of steel sample,'
the steel present will cause depression of neutron flux level and
attenuation of gamma ray. Thus, the direct result obtained from ana-
lysis of the empty polyethylene sample carrier should be multiplied
oy a factor due to neutron flux depression and gamma ray attenuation
to give the actual correction in the analysis of steel sample.
In order to determine the factor of neutron flux depression
and gamma ray attenuation, a sample carrier made of nylon is prepared
with identical geometry as the polyethylene sample carrier. Nylon
is used instead of polyethylene because nylon contains more oxygen
and thus give much better counting statistics. The empty nylon cap-
sule is flushed and closed in an atmosphere of nitrogen, and then
analysed with a result, Io, in the number of gaama activity per unit
neutron count. A sample steel is then put into the nylon capsule
and sent for irradiation, but the counting is cone with the sample
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steel removed. Let the result of this analysis be I1, then the neutro
flux depression factor is I1/I0. The empty nylon capsule is again
sent for irradiation after'it is flushed and closed in an atmosphere
of nitrogen, but the counting is done with the sample steel placed
in the nylon capsule. Let the result of this analysis be I21 then
the gamma ray attenuation factor is 12/I0. Therefore, if I p is the
result of analysis of the empty polyethyler.e,capsule,then the actual
result in the analysis of steel sample is Ip(I1/Io)(I2 /I0 The presen
experimental result of.the neutron flux depression factor and the gamm
ray attenuation-factor are 0.997 and 0.898, respectively.
In the calibration of steel-mylar standard, the result of the
analysis of empty polyethylene capsule is.Ip= 0.00347, so the actual
result of the empty polyethylene sample carrier should be 0.00311.
Having applied this correction to the calibration curve of the steel-
mylar standard, the oxygen content of the 99,3473 gm steel discs is
7.25 mg which is equivalent to 73 ppm oxygen.
4+.5 Neutron flux distribution
The geometry of the present irradiation station such that the
axis of the sample is parallel to the plane of the disc-shaped target,
placed perpendicular to the deuteron beam. Variation of the neutron
flux distribution along the sample :axis occurs because the length of
the sample carrier, 13/16, is not small as compared to the target,
with beam focus of 5/8, and the short distance, 1l/4", of the sample
from the target.
The above mentioned steel-my.iar standard is used to study the.
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variation of the neutron flux along the sample axis. Instead of alter-
nate stacking of steel and mg`lar discs, the ten mylar discs are bound
in one unit and placed at a position above a certain number of steel
discs, with respect to the bottom of the sample carrier. The sample
is analysed, and the ratio of the result to that of the uniform dis-
tribution of the ten mylar discs is taken. Fig. 21 shows the graph
plotting of the relative counting rate against various positioning of
the mylar discs along the sample carrier.
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The graph shows that all but one of the results have relative
counts higher than that of. the uniform mylar distribution, because
stacking ten mylar discs together results in a smaller attenuation of
the neutron flux and gamma rays. Distribution of the neutron flux is
shown to be nearly symmetric about the centre of the sample carrier,
but it is far from a flat neutron flux distribution. For homogenious
samples, this variation makes little difference as the calibration
standard is also analysed under the same geometry. However, if the
sample is heterogenious, the result of the analysis depends very much
on the position of the heterogenity. The above result shows that het-
erogenity at the cf.untre of the sample carrier has an error of 34%.
The large variation if neutron flux along the sample axis can be re-
duced by ma:ki gig the length of the sample carrier and the sample com-
parable to or slightly less than that of the diameter of the beam
focus, so that error due to heterogenity may be reduced.
5s Conclusion and discussion
The neutron generator system is installed for multi-purpose
usages, such as, neutron spectrometry, neutron dosimet.r,r, neutron
collimation study, irradiation of biological sample, neutron activat-
ion.analysis, etc. With the use of a domestic pneumatic sample trans-
fer systern, incuroorated with the electronic time programmer, and the
constant pressure gas reservoir system, the present re ul t of oxygen
content in steel analysis is about 4.4% of percent standard deviation
for a 100 g.n steel sample, with ox'r en concentration of 170 ppm, The
present accuracy in the analysis can be further improved. to 1. 1% in
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the percent standard only if the neutron flux level is rnissd
up to the rated maximum value,1x1011 n/sec.
A double-tube with double rotation of the sample incorporated
with 'reference saspie' neutron flux monitoring could improve the acc-
urac of the result to 0.65%(31) of percent standard deviation as com-
pared to the present 1.1%. The elaborate facility and cost of the
system as compared to the present system is, however, of critical choice
which will hare to be met when an activation analyser system is to be
installed. In case of a large sample analysis, such as oxygen in steel
analysis, it is thought that the present syetem is adequate because.
with the counting statistic:improved by means of the higher induced
activity,the percent standard deviation within 1.1%can usually be
tolerated in most of the analysis.
The present neutron flux monitoring system is capable of noly
nonitoring fast neutrons. Jiscrimination of the gamma ray background
from the neutron cout, would certainly improvs the accurdey of the
neuteon count which is a significant factor contributing to the ovre-
all accuracy of the result.As compared to the aoouracy of 2.6%, of
this 0.6% is a counting statistics,by using a BF3 counter iacorporatod
wiht a single rotation of the sample,(32)the present expectable
result of about 1.1%is the evidence of the BF3 couater monitor
systen.
Withthen utronfluxlevelnti smaxjmumvalo ,1x1011
n/sec,the desection limit of the present system is then determinod
soley by the oxycen content in the polyethylene sampleourciar.The
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induced activity in terms of the number of counts from the polyethylene
sample carrier is about 1300. Therefore, the detection limit for the
amount of oxygen in the steel sample is equivalent to the counting of
about (1300)1/2 ,i.e. 36 counts, which is equivalent to an oxygen con-
centration of about 1 ppm in a 100 gm steel sample.
Following the presently established method, analysis of one
sample with ten.repeated runs could be completed in 20 minutes. The
stability of the neutron flux is good during a period of several hours'
continuous operation. Therefore, the whole process of analysis can
be managed by a single person.
(see appendix 6 for an example of analysis of steel sample)
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Appendix 1
The 14 MeV neutron generator (33),(34)
1. Assembly of the 14 MeV neutron generator
The accelerator assembly is a sealed neutron-generating tube
enclosed in a stainless steel housing, which is pressurized to 60 psi
with sulfur hexafluoride as the insulating gas, to allow application
of high voltage. It is connected to power supply and cooling unit by
coaxial cables so that it may be placed separately in a radiation
shielded room while the power supply tank and the refrigeration unit
are placed outside the radiation area. The neutron generating tube
contains two gas occlusion elements, an ion source, a high voltage
lens assembly which is composed of an accelerating section and a tar-
get. In a closed--loop heat exchange system, Freon 113 is used to
cool the ion source, while in a similar closed loop system clean
tap water is-used to cool the target assembly.
2. Production of neutrons
Neutrons of approximately 14 MeV energy are produced by fusion
reaction of deuterium and tritium,
In this reaction, the threshold energy of the deuteron is about. 60 keV
and the cross section peaks at 110 keV. As the rated miximurr of the
neutron production, about lOll neutrons may be gene,ated in ona second
when the deuteron beam of 1.60 keV bombards the trit.iurl target wia
beam current of 3 mA
lH2 + lH3 =sHe4 + n +17.6 Mev
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3. Gas occlusion elements
Thr two gas occlusion elements in the accelerator tube are
tungsten heating elements, around each of which is wrapped a coil of
titanium or zirconium wire. Titanium and zirconium possess the pro-
perty of very high solubility for hydrogen iostopes. If they are
heated and then cooled, they will absorb hydrogen isotopes when re-
heated, they will release them.
When a current of approximately 2 amperes at a fraction of a
volt(AC) is passed through the deuterium and tritium impregnated gas
reservoir elements, the gas are released. The rate of gas evolution
is regulated by varying the temperature of the reservoir by means of
the electric current, and thus maintain a given pressure in the tube,
It is done by controlling the power into the gas reservoir, using a
feedback loop operated by the signal resulted from the sensing of
the ion source current which is a function of the reservoir press-
ure created by the ions inside the tube.
When the second occlusion element, the gas getter, is heated
and thee, cooled, it absorbs the deuterium from., the ion source. The
getter is used as a rapid response pressure control element, operating
simultaneously with the reservoir to provide suitable pressure control
for the accelerator.
4. Ion source
Several types of ion sou ce have been used with small neutron
generator,. including the RF, Penning and duoplasmatron typos The
sealed tube type presently installed in theenerator, uses the Pennin
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Ion Gauge (PIG) type, which consists of a cylindrical anode, cathodes
on each end, with an exit canal in one of the cathodes, and a permanent
magnet around the outside, providing a magnetic field of the order of
1000 gauss.
The anode carries a voltage of several KV with respect to the
cathodes. Discharge is started by free electrons which are accelerated
towards the anode while the magnetic field forces the electrons to
follow a spiral path along the axial field lines. This increases the
path length and allows multiple collisions between the electrons and
the neutral atoms and create a rapid build up of ionization in the ion
source. Relatively dense plasmas can be created at the pressure of
0.1 to 1 micron which permits the use of a small canal. Thus the
gas efficiency, which is a ratio of the number of ions produced to
the number of neutral atoms that pass through the ion source, can be
improved. The.PIG source is constructed of metallic components, and
the ions produced will be mostly of molecular type, because of the
recombination at. the ion source wall. This source has the advantage
of operating for a long period of time without a change in its char-
acteristics since no foreign materials are deposited and the metal
components are not consumed, but a higher accelerating voltage is
desired as the energy is spilt between the two nuclei of the molecu-
lar ion.
4. Accelerating structure
Beyond the ion source, lectrodes are provided for focusing
and accelerating the ion beam. There are two basic types of commonly
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used acceleration structures, namely, the multi-electrode acceleration
structure and the Einsel lens accelerating structure. The present
tube uses the latter type. Tubular elements are used in this structure
with one or more accelerating gaps, depending upon the oltage to be
applied. In the low voltage accelerators, the first lens includes
the ion source cathode as one element, so the first lens is the
extracting and focusing lens, and the second lens is a ground electrode
A voltage applied across the gap between them extracts ions frorr the
source and focuses them into a beam which is accelerated. towards the
target. In order to reduce power dissipation to an efficient level,
secondary electrons are suppressed at the target end of the accelerator
by placing a corona shape of the lens assembly at a potential of 1 kV
negative with respect to the target.
5. Target
The target for a neutron generator is tritium in a certain
form that allots maximum probability for collisions between the deut-
erium beam and the tritium nuclei and minimum probability for slowing
down the deuterns by collisions with electrons around the nucleus.,
The target used in sealed tube is made in such a. way that titanium
is evaporated onto copper backing and then exposed to an atmosphere
of tritium and de cerium to form the inter-metallic compound. During
operation, the copper backing is cooled to maintain a .temperature
sufficiently low so that the tritium will not be lost. The tube is
fiiJ ed with a mixture of deuterium and tritium bas in such a way that
both the beam and the target contain approximately equal a.r.ount of
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deuterium and tritium. In this way, the target life time will not be
limited by the replacement of the tritium with the deuterium from the
beam while such replacement of the tritium will occur in a generator
where only deuterium is accelerated towards the tritium target.
Instead, the limitation to the present target life tends to arise
from the sputtering of the titanium off the target. Thus a target




Texas Convention for measuring neutron output (35)
The following is a description of the Texas Convention Technique
used in the measurement of neutron output. The methods based on
63(n,2n)cu62.activation analysis and the nuclear reaction involved is Cu
Basically, a copper foil is irradiated at a known distance from the
neutron producing target and counted for the 0.51 NeV gamma from posit-
ron annihilation, due to the induced activity of Cu62, at a known
Iistance from a 3" x 3" NnT(T1 )PtPntnr of known counting efficiency
The foil is specified as 99.9% pure copper, 0.5 mm thick, by.
2.5 cm diameter, weighing 1.3 gm. The foil should be placed far enough
way from the target so that the target and foil sizes are small com-
pared to the distance. Since the effective beam size on the target
is around 1.6 cm dia, the distance between the foil and the target is
chosen as 20 cm and the foil is placed at 450o to the deuteron beam
axis, such.that tha, average neutron energy is 14.4 MeV and the cross-
section of this reaction is 530 mb. The Texas Convention recommends
that the foils are placed at 3 cm from the top face of a 3" x 3" NaI
crystal with a 0.95 cm thick Lucite absorbr on each side of the foil
to insure that all positrons are annihilated near the foil. The
distance from the crystal surface to the outside of the crystal cant-.
aining can is 3 mm, so the foil is placed on the central axis of the
detector at a distance of 2.7 cm from the outer surface of the can.
A fixed mounting is prepared so that the copper foil can be counted
in a fixed position and sandwiched bets een two lucite plates. The
sequence is 60-sec irradiation, 30-sec decay and 60-sec- count:in.
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The decay time of 30 sec is used for taking the copper foil manually
from the irradiationsite to the counting site .
For the above geometry, Heath ( 36 ) has calculatedcorrection
factors for the geometricalefficiency , e the absorptionin the Lucite
absorberand can , A the branchingratio , q and the photopeakeffic -
iency , P . The disintegrationrate of the source , Co ( disintegration
per minute at zero decay ) is then related to the photopeakrea , C
p
( counts per minute at zero decay ) by
where( Pe Aq ) - 1 is 8 . 703 for the 2 . 5 cm diameterfoil .
The numberof atoms , N a of Cu 62 presentat the end of the
irradiation is given by
where N 63 is the numberof atoms of Cuo per gram of copper W is the
weight of the foil ; is the neutronflux on the foil a is the cross
section of the reaction ti is the irradiationtime ; is the decay
constantfor Cu 62 with half life of 9 . 9 ' min , it equalsto 0 , 0701 min - 1 - .
The neutronflux is given by :
where Y is the neutron yield in neutronsper second r is the target
foil distance, in cm .
Thereforein our case :
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i.e.
Thus the relation between photopeak area (in counts per min) and the
neutron yield (in neutrons per sec) becomes:
The photopeak area can be determined from the spectrum as
recorded on a multichannel analyser and corrected for bramsstrahlung.
However, it is more convenient to use a window on a single channel
analyser to obtain total count, since it is easier to use and requires
no dead.time correct on for rates up to 200,000 counts per min. The
window is set with the lower limit at the lowest point of the valley
between the pho topeak 'and the Compton edge, and the upper limit an
equal amount above the peak. A graphical integration for a multichannel
spectrum as compared to the window count indicated that the window
.count is 5% higher than the true peak count corrected for brerrsstrahulung.
Finally, the window count needs to be corrected for the average
decay time (td= l min). Thus, the window count corrected for back
grounds Cw On counts per min) is related to neu.ron yield by:
tnus
for instance, if the net count after corrected for background, Cw is
13316 counts per rein, then Y is 3.2 x 1010 n/s








100 =cpx exp (- td)




The computer program of Monte.Carlo Calculation of diffusion of neutrons
through the shielding
MASTER
THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF
















123 FORMAT (5X, 'THICKNESS OF FARAFFIN =', F10.4, 5X,
1 'THICKNESS OF CONCRETE ='FIO.4, 5X,'DISTANCE, OF SOURCE,
2 F12.4,//)
C
RUS START FROM HERE BY SELECTINGC






WRITE (2, 221) K
221 FORMAT (4OX,'***** RUN NO.' 12,
CALL PANDCN (ANG, D)
IF (AHG-0.829) 34,34,35
C
l '14.6 MEV AND DIRECTION ' ,F8.6.//
35 EPA=14.6
WRITE (2,222) ANG
222 FORMAT (5X, 'SCATTERING STARTS FROM PARAFFIN TOP WITH RNERGY',












37 CALL SELECT (EPA 9ANG,NAM E)
IF (:LNG-0.5592) 38,38,39
39 VRITE (2,223) EPA,ANG
223FORMAT(5X,'SCATTERINGSTARTSFROMTHEWALLSWITHENERGY',F8.41' MEV,ANDIRECTION',F8.6,//)
CALL MAIN (EPA, ANG, PMEAN, 2.0)
GO TO 44
38 CALL SELECT (uPA,ANG,NAME)
IF (ANG-0.5592) -31019301,j302
302 WRITE (2, 2.01) .EPA, ANG
201 FORMAT (5X, 'SCATTERI'NG STARTS FROM THE IALLS AFTER TWO COLLISION'









311 WRITE (2,225) EPA,ANG
22 5 FORT AT (5X, 'SCATTERING STARTS FROM THE FLOOR YF1ITH J'NERGY', F8.4,
1' MEV, AND DIRECTION ',F8.6,//)
CALL MAIN (EPA,A TG,PN°EAN,2.0)
GO TO 44
.310 CALL SELECT (-LP A, ANG, NAN E)
IF (ANG-0,9336) 3.12,312,313
313 WRITE (2,202) EP.i,ANG
202 FORMAT (5X,' SCATTERING STARTS FROM THE FLOOR AFTER TWO COLLIS ION'
1' WITH ENERGY', F8, 4,' IvIE`J, AND D -RECT ION', F8. 6,//)
CALL MAIN( PA, A NG, 'MEAN, 4.0)
GO TO 44
312 WRITE (2,226) 226 FORMAT (5x,' IE UTRON DOES NOT SCATTER BACK FROM T1j 1iiE FLOOR////)
PMEAN=O
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *




29 FORMAT (////3!0X, FINAL 1ZUSIJLT*****,//)
FLU =PTO'2AL/1.iRIJN*IO.O* `11/(298*2, 54) **2
WRITE (2.28) FLUX





SUBROUTINE MAIN (EPA, ANG, PNEAN, FAC)
SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF PENETRATION PROBABILITY




INITIATING THE PROCESS BY CALCULATION OF

















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CALCULATION OF PENETRATION PROBABILITY AFTER EACH
SCATTERING' IN. PARAFFIN
DO 42 J=2,50
SELECTING. --HE TYPE OF INTERACTION IN PARAFFIN
AND CALCUL:_ TE PENETRATION PROBABILITY THROUGH PARAFFIN
CALL RANDOM (AcM D)







51 EPA=EPA* (1-1-1'•'.ASS*'2+2*.MASS*ACIi)/(1-MASS) **2
CFA(J)=(1+M ASS*ti 1+MASS**2+2*MASS*ACM)**O.c
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CALL PROB(BPA,CPA,UPA,TPA,SPA,PPA,NPA)
CALCULATE PENETRATION PROBABILITY THROUGH SHIELDING























AFTER SCATTERING IN CONCRETE





SELECTING THE TYPE OF .REACTION IN CONCRETE
CALL SEL (ECO,ANG,NANE)
CCO( I) =ANG
IF (ECO.LT.0.01) GO TO 52
SCO(I) =SGCO(ECO)














MATHEMATICAL ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF PROBABILITY
DIMENSION A(50) ,B(50) ,C(50) ,U(50) ,SG(50)
































SUBROUTINE SELECTING THE COLLISION PROCESS IN CONCRETE
DATA NAME1, NAME2, NAME3. NAME4/ 4H 0) ,4HSI). 4HCA). 4HFE)
COMMON /EXTRA/LASTRAN.LIMIT
CALL RANDOM(.ACM,D)
IF. (D.LT.0.696) GO TO 61
IF (D.LT.0.952) GO To 62












51 ECO =ECO* (1+MASS* *2+2*MASS*ACM)/(1+MMASS)* *2



















IF (EPA.LT.O.1) GO TO 61






31 S GH=XH1(I) +XH2 (I) *EPA+XH3 (I) *EPA** 2+XHI+ (I) *EPA** 3+XH5 (I) *EPA** 4
1 +XH6(I)*EPA**5







CALCULATION OF SCATTERING CROSS SECTION IN CONCRETE
DIMENSION X0l(3),X02(3),xo3(3),xo4(3),X05(3),xo6(3)
DIMENSION XSII(3),XSI2(3) ,XSI3(3) ,XSI4(3) ,XSI5(3) ,xs16(3)
DIMENSION XCA1.(3),XCA2(3),xcA3(3),XCA4(3),XCA5(3),xCA6(3)
DIMENSION XFEl(3),XFE2(3),XFE3(3),XFE4(3),XFE5(3),XFE6(3)
DATA X01/0.1553E2, 2* 0.208E2/
DATA X02/-O.l2O7E2,2*-0.2427E3/
DATA X03/0.3658E1,2*O.1148E4/




DATA XS I2 /--0.12'7'1, 0.5o42E3, -0. 1089E5/
DATA XS13/0.7245E-1,_O.2256E4,O.3l69E6/
DATA XS14/0.482E-2, 0.4333E4+, -0.4432E7/
DATA XS 15/-0.3719E-3, -0.3773EL+, O.2995E8/
DATA xs16/o.oooEo,ok1226E4,-0.7872E8/
DATA XCAl/0.9846E0,-0.3946.E1,O.1134E1/
DATA XCA2/0.264E1, 0.6891E2, o.OEO/





DATA XFE2/O.1096E1, 2* -o. 4832E2/
DATA XFE3/-O.3094EO,2*0.O2425E3/
DATA XFE4/0. 388 12* -0. 5546E3/
DATA XFE5/-0.22r?1E_2,2*0.563E3/
DATA XFE 6/0.503'--.--,-412* -0.2077E3/
IF (ECO.LT.O.1) GO To 61






31 s Go=XO1(I)+X02(1) *Eco+xo3(I) *EGo* *2+xo4(I) *Eco* *3+XO5(:r) *E co* *4
1 +xo6 (I)* EC0*= 5
SGSI=XSI1(I)+XSI2(I)*F-,CO-f-Xs13(I)*ECO**2- xSI4(I)4ECO**3
1 +XS15(I) *ECO-*]++:XS16(I) *ECO* *5
SGCA=XCAI(I)±xCA2(I)*Eco+XCA3(I)*ECO**2+XCA4(i)*Fco**3
1 +XCA5(I)*ECO**4+CA6(I)*ECOf*5
SGFE=XFE1(I) +XFE2 (i)* ECO+XFE3 (I)* ECO** 2-i-XFE4 (I)* FCO** 3
1 +XFE5(I) * CO**4+xFF'F,6(I) *ECO** 5






1. General properties of liquid scintillation solution
As scintillation pulses with different pulse shapes are pro-
duced by exposing liquid scintillation solution to ionizing particles
of different ionizing power, pulse shape discrimination technique has
been developed as a sensitive method to differentiate between the scin--
tillation pulses. Therefore liquid scintillation solution has been
employed for detecting certain kinds of radiation. I.B. Berlman and
O.J. Steingraberhas given a discussion on the physical processes that
occur during the first few hundred nsec after the energy deposition
in the solution by an ionizing particle: (37)
A scintillation pulse is generally composed of at least two
major components, one with a decay time of the order of nsec and the
other with a.decay time of about 800 nsec. The intensity of each
component is govern, d'by the characteristics of the ingredients of
the solution. There is general agreement that the fast component is
composed of an energy transfer component due to singlet transfer from
the solvent to the solute and of component ..iue to fluorescence decay
time of the solute. On the other hand, the `mechanism responsible for the
slow component is not well es tahlish'ed. I. B. Berlman and O. J. steingraber














The subscripts D and A refer to the donor and acceptor, respectively,
the 1 and o designate the first excited state and the ground state,
respectively, and R* represents an excited molecule. Processes 5
through 11 do not have subscripts because. they can involve like or
unlike species.
In.practice, an efficient scintillation solution should have
one or more of the following characteristics: the slow component of
the pulse should be a sensitive function of the stopping power (dE/dx);
the intensity of the peak should be as large as possible so that Part-
icles of low energy can be identified. Binary, ternary and quaternary
scintillation solution are usually composed of a solvent and one, two
or three solutes, respectively. The solute whose fluorescence level
is the highest in energy is. called the primary solute and the others,
secondary solutes. The ground states of each constituent is a singlet
state, but the states from which emission or energy transfer can take
place will be singlet (fluorescence) or triplet (phosphorescence)
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states.
We employ the NE 213 liquid scintillation solution as the
detector of the pulse shape discrimination type neutron spectrometer
system. F.T. Kuchnir and F.J. Lynch have measured the time dependence
of the light following excitation by gamma rays and neutrons for the
NE 213 liquid scintillation solution, (38) based on the technique of
Bollinger and Thomas. (39) Fig. 22 is a sketch of the differential curve
showing the time dependance of scintillation produced by gamma rays
and neutrons in NE 213 solution, where ?1 is the mean life for energy
transfer from solvent to solute and ?2 is the mean decay life of the
fast component of the light output.
fig. 22 (a) A sketch of the differential curve showing the time
dependance of scintillations produced by gamma rays and
neutrons in NE 213 solution, (b) time dependance in the
early portion of the scintillation.
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2. Liquid scintillator for neutron detection (40)
2.1 Neutron-proton scattering
The detection of neutrons by organic scintillator depends
primarily upon the elastic scattering collisions between neutrons and
protons. Considering a beam of neutrons of energy Eo with a flux No
incident upon a hydroeneous scintillator of area A and length L, the
number of recoil protons dNp by single scattering with neutrons
between x and x+dx is
where
with nh, nc being the number of hydrogen and carbon atoms per unit
volume of the scintillators respectively, and oh, oc being the total
neutron scattering cross section with proton and carbon respectively.
Thus, the total number of protons N produced by single scattering
is
where
From kinematics, with the assrmption of that scattering is isotropic
in CM frame, it can be shown that the number of recoiling protons per
unit energy is
i.e. the recoil proton distribution is uniform over the energy interval
betweeyi 0 and Eo. If the spectrum of the incident neutrons is not
monoenergetic but has a distribution Nn, (E) (neutron flux per energy
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interval), then
differenting both side with respect to E, (Leibnitz's rule), gives
thus
therefore, from the energy spectrum of the recoiling protons, the energy
spectrum of the incident neutrons can be obtained.
2.2 Nonlinear pulse-height response
Within the linear range of the photomultiplier, the total charge
output of the scintillator is proportional t.o the'total light output
of the scintillation crystal. But the total light output is in general
not linearly proportional to the energy lost in the scintillator by the
charged particle.
The light output per unit energy loss in the-crystal dS/dE can'be
related to the rate- of energy loss by a charged particle dE/dx as it
pass through the crstal,
where C is the pro-or tionality constant k is the quenching parameter,
characteristics of scintillator for the particular ionizing particle
B is a constant avid d.E/dx is the specific density of ionized and
excited molecules along the particle track. For light particles, such
as electrons, dE/dirt:. is small, kB(dE/dx) is neglected, thus Se= CEe
i.e. the integrated: light output due to electrons, Se is linearly pro-
portional to their energy loss in the scintillator. For heavier part-
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icles , such as protons , alpha particles, and ionized atoms , the factor
kB ( dE / dx ) cannot be neglectedhence S is ' not linearly proportionalt
the energy loss - of the particles.
Thus the response of the scintillatormust be determinedfirst .
The response can be expressedin terms of the electron energy and proton
energy for equal total light output of the scintillator.
2 . 3 Ferturbations- of the ideal recoil - proton spectrum
Perturbationsto the detector response are introduced by the
finite size of the . detector, se . cond scatteringof neutronsby hydrogen,
and elastic or inelastic scattering by carbon prior to scattering by
hydrogen . The effect of these perturbationsMay be consideredas pro -
ducing distor - ion . to the recoil - proton energy spectrumNP ( E ) derived
in the section2 . 1 . .
2 . 3 . 1 Secondscattering- of neutrons
There is a igh probabilitythat a neutron , once scattered
from a hydrogen nucleus , will collide with a second proton before
escapingfrom the detector. Velocityof 1 Me V neutronis 1 . 5 nsec / cm ,
thus pulses due to the two protons will be separatedby little more
than a nanosecond, but the decay time of the scintillationpulse is
several nanosecondthe light from both pulses will add and only one
pulse will appear .
The effect of - a second . scatteringevent is to remove a proton
from the ideal recoil - proton energy spectrum and replace it by one
whose energy is tha sum of the one removedand the energy of the proton
recoiling from the second collisions .
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2.3.2 Loss of recoil protons
The range of a recoiling proton varies from approximately 0.02
mm at 1 MeV to 1 mm at 10 MeV. Thus, a fraction of the recoil protons
will escape the detector before losing all their energy.
Firstly, consider the protons lost through the end of the
detector, it can be shown that the total number of recorded protons is
not affected, but the energy distribution is-increased at low energies
and depressed at the higher energies. The distorted spectrum is depre-
ssed most at Eo by the.fraction Ro/L, (Ro is the range of the protons
with energy Eo in the detector), but it equals the ideal spectrum NP(E).
at 0.6 Eo.
Secondly, consider the proton lost through the sides of the
detector, it is shown that the distortion is small. The recoil-proton
energy spectrum is not affected at Eo, while being depressed most in
the region 0.8 Eo. At the lower energies, the spectrum will be increa-
sed because of the contributions due to protons that escape the crystal.
2.3.3 Elastic scattering from carbon
Energy of the neutrons scattered elastically from carbon nuclei
is given by En= Eo (0.858+ 0.142cosA), i.e. 0.716Eo to Eo, where A is
the angle of scattering in the CM frame. The recoil-proton energy
spectrum by these neutron is flat from zero up to 0.72 Eo arid then
decreases to zero at Eo. The variation in amplitude within this energy
range reflects the angular distribution in the CM frame of the neutrons
scattered from carbon nuclei. Because of peaks in the elastic scatter-
ing cross section, the magnitude of this effect will vary markedly
with energy of the incident neutrons.
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2.3.4 Inelastic scattering from carbon
A fraction. of the incident neutron beam will be scattered in-
elastically from one of the excited levels of carbon. Since the energy
of a scattered neutron depends on the angle through which it is scattered,
the energy spectrum of the scattered neutrons depends on the differential
inelastic scattering cross section in the CM frame. In the case of
8.0 MeV neutrons scattered from 4.43 MeV level of carbon, the energy of
the scattered neutros will vary from 2.05 to 3.05 MeV. Above 8.0 MeV,
scattering from the 7.65 MeV level is possible and the energy spectrum
will become more com=plicated. Because of the high probability of pro-
ducing recoil protons by low energy neutrons scattered inelastically
from carbon, spectra produced by high energy neutron will contain an
important distortion with low energy region from this effect.
2.3.5 Alpha-producing reactions
Alpha particles can be produced in an organic detector by two
reactions, C12(n,a) e and C12(n,n')3a. For the first reaction, the
energy of alpha particles produced b,y14 MeV neutrons is less thaa 8 MeV.
As the alpha particles of energy less than 8 MeV produce pulses less
than 3 MeV proton equivalent, the energy spectrum of recoil- protons
for 14 MeV neutron: will not be distorted above 3 MeV by pulses due to
alpha particles. The alpha particles will produce a peak in the lower
region of the pulse-height distribution. For the second reaction, the
energy shared by the three 'alphas will produce a broad pear in the
pulse-heiht distbution.
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3. Specification of the NE 213 detector
3.1 Particular of the NE 213 detector
The NE 213 scintillation solution is an organic substance which
has a density of 1.23 gm/cm3, and n h is 4.87 x 1022 per cm3 and n c is
4.01 x 1022 per cm3.
The liquid scintillator is contained in a glass housing which
includes the main cylindrical-shaped container and the secondary bulb-
shaped container. The secondary container connected to the'main cont-
ainer by thin tube accepts the gas bubbles of the scintillation solut-
ion. All bubbles must be removed from the container because they have
a detrimental effect on the light collection. (41) The main container
is optically coupled to the photo multiplier. The physical dimension
of the main container is 4.446 cm dia. x 5.08 cm length.. Also there
is a magnetic shield around the detector. As the detector is very
sensitive to light, the main container is wrapped with black tape
while the other part is painted black. We found that it is better to
wrap the detector with thick black cloth in addition, especially in
a brightly illuminated area.
3.2 Electron-proton energy relation
The response of the scintiliator is expressed in terms of the
electron energy, P, and proton energy, E, for equal total=light output.
For the proton energy calibration, it usually employs monoenergetic
neutrons obtained frcm D(d,n)He3 and T(p,n)He 3 reactions using a Van
de Graaff generator, while the electron energy calibration is done with
monoenergetic gamma-ray source. The relation is expressed by a poly-
nominal with coefficients determined by empirical data fitting f'or the
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NE 213 detector: (42)
3.3 Pulse-height calibration
Although we have the relation between electron energy and proton
energy for equal pulse height output from the detector, it is necessary
to calibrate the comreplete spectrometer system, i.e. to determine the
relation between the electron energy and the channel number in the muici-
channel pulse-height analyser.
Gamma rays interact with the detector primarily by Compton.
scattering collislns with atomic electrons of the detector. The
maximum energy of. the recoiling electrons, Ec, commonly referred to as
the Compton edge, bears a relationship to the energy of the gamma rays,
EY, through
As an example, the pulse-height spectrum obtained from a mono-
energetic gamma source is shown in fig. 23.
Most workers calibrate the energy scale of the pulse height
analyser by assigning the maximum Compton electron energy E to the
channel corresponding to the midpoint of the dropoff in the Compton
spectrum. However, H. H. Knox and T. G. Miller(43) show that= for NE 213
detector, the maxis urn Compton electron does not occur at The half-height
distribution but at 0.89. They also show that location of the peak
in the Compton speectrum is the most accurately defined point, and the
peak is 4.99 below the maximum Compton recoil point.
Therefore, in our calibration, the energy at the Teak of the
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Channel Number
Fig. 23 A sketch of the pulse-height spectrum of a
monoenergetic gamma source
Gompton spectrum, Ep, is calculated by
and assigning this value to the channel number corresponding to the
peak of the Compton spectrum.
The calibration is done using gamma source of Na22 (Ey= 0.51
MeV, 1.28 MeV), C.6O (Ey=1.17 MeV, 1.33 MeV), and Cs137 (Ey= 0.662 MeV)
A linear calibration curve is resulted by plotting the electron energy
against the channel number. Thus, the relation between electron energy,
P, and the channel number C is related by C= P/b+ a, where b and a







Method of unfolding the recoil proton ener- spectrum and the com
program (44) ,(45)
The following descibes the method of analysis for converting
pulse-height data, produced by recoil protons in a liquid scintillation
detector, to neutron spectra. The analysis is much simpler than the
widely used matrix or Monte Carlo Methods. It includes corrections
for second scattering of neutrons by hydrogen and for loss of protons
through the end of the detector.
As mentioned in appendix.4, the scintillator is calibrated in
terms of proton energy vs electron energy for equal pulse-height and
the pulse-height analyser is. calibrated with electron energy. relates
to the channel, number, the computer program then uses these values to
relate the channel number to proton energies, and sums over channels
to obtain protons per energy interval as deseribed below,
Let the channel number.corresponding to the lower limit of
a proton energy interval be designated k s, and the one for the upper
limit designated k,. As these are generally noninteger, let k =i +f
and kt=it+ft to separate the integer and the fractional value for
each limit number. Letting the number of counts per channel be de-
signated N, the number of protons in an ener interval N. is given
by
As mer, tioned in appendix 4 (section 2.1), the relation between
neutron spec Crum and proton sectrurn is
Np=(1-fs)Nis+1+Nis+2+...+Nit+(ft)Nit+1
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A shape correctionfactor B is included here , to correct the second
scatteringsof neutrons by hydrogen and the loss of recoil protons
throughthe end of the crystal , which is given by Broek and Anderson; ( 46 )
where oh is the value of oh at 0 . 068 E . In the secondterm , which
corrects for the escape of protons through the end of the crystal , L
must be in the same unit as Rm , the range of a proton that receives
the full neutronenergy. . For NE 213 detector, ( 47 )
I f we definethe spectrumconversionfunctionT ( E ) to be E / A £ B
and the negativeof the slope of the proton energy spectrum, q / 4 E to
be dNp ( E ) / dE, thenNn( E ) = ( E ) ( - q / , aE )
The expressionfor ' i ( E ) contains neutron cross section for hydrogen
and carbon . For the latter , tabulatedvalues of the total cross section
is used , ( 48 ) and for the proton - - neutronscatteringcross section, the
formulationgiven by Schwartz, Owen and Ames ( 49 ) is used :
6 f 1 5 . bO5 / ( 1 + 7 , + 17 E + 0 . 1105E ` ) + 0 . 8652/ ( 1 + 0 . 2427E + 0 . 0028E - )
where is expressedin Me V .
The first term is 1 / 1 + of the singlet - interactionwhile the second terra
is 3 / 4 of the triplet interaction.
Finally , to select an optimummethod for calculating, the slop ?
of the recoil proton energy spectrum , various formulationshave been
testedby D . W . Jonesand I . L . Toms. ( 50 ) They show that it is possible
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to standardize on a neutron energy bin width .E of 100 keV and find
that resolution can be maintained and statistical accuracy improves
by omitting, in the calculation of the slope, the numbers of protons
in energy bins on each side of the neutron energy. Le-t the number
of protons in energy bins from the neutron energy be labeled P1'P2'
P3 and P4 towards increasing energy and P 1, P-2, P_3 and P-4 towards
decreasing energy, five formulation for the slope and its uncertainties
are
Tests done by Jones and Toms with actual data verify that for
the greater resolution is more than offset by greater s`atistical. fluc-
tuation. For- and the resolution decrease while the
statistical fluctuation also decrease. For and the
resolution are approximately equivalent to those for and
respectively, while the statistical fluctuations are significantly less.
The formulation fro chosen over that for as the





PROGRAM OBTAINS. NEUTRON SPECTRA FROM AN ORGANIC SCINTILLATOR NE2.13.
DIMENSION DATA(399),PTAB(160),PROT(16o),PSI(16o),SPEC(16o),
1SP(14),SN(.14) ,FsP(11+) ,FSN(14) ,FSN(14),
2DEL(16o),TITLE(4'o),B1(3),B2(3),B3(3),B4(3),B5(3)





















IF (NSW. EQ.1, KCIH=199
IF (NSW EQ2 EQ. 2) KCH=399
READ (1,10) NRIJNS
10 FORMAT (Il)
DO 15. LOT=1, NRUNS
READ (1,6) TITLE:
6 FORMAT (40A1)
WRITE (3,100) Ti LE





700 FORMAT (2F8.4 ,F4,. 2, F6.1, F5.3. F 6.3, 2E8. 3)
L , i R A NH NC AA BBWRITE (3,701)
701 FORMAT (1X, 20H LENGTH OF DET ECTOR=, F4.2 ,18H LENGTH IN MG/CM=,F6.1
1/8H RADIUS=,F5.3,19x AREA 0 uFTECTOR=,F6.3/
219H NO. OF H-ATOF-S/CC=, E10. 3, 2 iH NO. OF C-ATOM S/(C=, E10. 3/,
324H CALIBRATION COQ,. FTS AA=,F8.4,4H BB=,F8.4/)
READ(1,18) ::XX., (D?ATA(I), I=l, KCH)
18 FORMAT (lOF8.0)
WRITE (3,99) DATA






IF (I. GE. 6) N=2
IF (I.GE.30) N=3
73 PTAB(I)=B1(N)+B2(N) *ENGY(I)+B3(N) *ENGY(I)* *2+B4(N) *ENGY(I)* *3
1 +B5(N)*ENGY(I)**4
WRITE (3,74) PTA
74 FORMAT (5H PTAB/16(10(F8.5.1X)/)/)i-,-`-...'- v v I y.-//// I








SIG (J) =17.602.33/(1.0+-7.147 *TVE+0.1105 *TVE** 2)
12.7181/(1.0+0.2427*TVE+0.0028*TVE**2)




EN=NH*SIG(1)* (1.0-EXP(-(NH*SIG(1)+NC*RC) *L)) /(NH*SIG(1)+NC*RC)
75 PSI(NE) =VE/(EN* A* B)
WRITE (3.77) PST
77 FORMAL 41H CONVERSION FUNCTION SPECTRUM TABLE (PSI
116(lo(lx,F9.5)/))





NEUTR0N SPECTRUM101 FORMAT (25H
E DEI//)















SUM=F1* DATA (Ll+l)-- F2* DATA (L2+1)
N=L1+2


























36 WRITE (3,102) .Ei2,CT1,PP1

















































C PLOTTING' THE SPECTRUM
WRITE (3,80000) TITLE











DIMENSION CNTS(-6o) ,L(11) ,LINE(1OO)
DATA AMARK,BLNK,DASH,DOT,PLUS /1H*,1H ,1H-,lH.,lH+/
MAX=CNTS(1)
DO 999 1=2,160









WRITE (3,14000) (L(I), I=1,11)
14000 FORMAT (1X,11I1.0)




WRITE (3, 20000) PLUS ,LINE







34000 DO 35000 K=1,NCAT
35000 LINE(K) =AMARK
V'r R ITE (3, 37000:,) CAT,PLUS ,LINE
37000 FORMAT (5x)F5.2,A1,10OA1)
GO TO 43000








20001 FORMAT (10(, i` 1Al)
WRITE (3,1400?) (L(I)






An example of analysis on steel sample
lice ioiiowing is a aescription of the procedure of an analysis
of oxygen content in steel sample.
The steel sample of unknown oxygen concentration is first
machined into rod-shaped of 1 dia. x 1 length, and the steel-mylar
standard is prepared as described in sectien-4.2. The two samples
are analysed one by one, following the time program of irradiation,
delay and counting of 30,0.1, 30 sec, respectively. Totally, ten
measurements are. made for each of the two samples. The counts from
neutron monitoring and from induced gamma act =vity are taken down 'in
each measurement and the data for the ten. measurements for each sample
are input to a. computer program to calculate the mean value of the
ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts and calculate the standard
deviation of that measurements. Also the two empty sample carriers
are analysed with the same procedure, but they are flushed and closed
in an atmosphere of nitrogen before the analysis.
Let the result of the analysis be:
For steel-mylar standard:-
weight of mylar added in standard= VJm mg
thus, weight of oxygen in mylar= 0.333 x Wm mg•
weight of oxygen in steel discs= 7.25 mg
thus, weight of oxygen in standard= 0.333 VI+ 7.25 mg
ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts from
empty carrier of standard= A/R
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thus, correction due to empty carrier
of standard= 0.997 x 0.898 x A /R
sc sc
ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts from standard with
sample carrier= Ast/Rst
thus, ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts from stnndard
alone= At/Pt- 0.997 x 0.898 x Ase/Rsc
For steel sample whose oxygen concentration is to be determined:-
ratio of gamrra activity to neutron counts for empty carrier of
the steel sample= A /R
xc xc
thus, correction due to empty carrier of steel
sample= 0.997' x 0.898 x A /R
xc xc
ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts from steel sample
with sample carrier= A /R
xtxt
thus, ratio of gamma activity to neutron counts from steel sample
alone= At/Pt_ C.997 x 0.898 x Axc/Rxc
thus, weight of oxygen in steel sample,
weight of steel sampe= W x mg
taus, oxygen concentration in steel sample
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21 FORMAT (1H1, 5X, 70A1)
WRITE (2,22) N
22 FORMAT (5x ,14HN0. OF DATA IS', 14,//)
WRITE (2,23)
23 FORMAT (20X, 10H NEUTRON,5X, 10H N-MEAR ,10H 5X,10H GAMEA,5X
























25 FORMAT (//,13X,7HMEAN =,F10.0,13X,7HIMEAN =,F10.0,13X,
1 7HRMEAN =,F10.7)
WRITE (2,26) ASTD,BSTD,RSTD
26 FORMAT (//,20H STANDARD DEVIATION,F10.0,20X,F10.0,20X,F10.7)
WRITE (2,27) RAS TD ,RBSTD ,RRSTD
27 FORMAT (//,20H %STANDARD D.VIATION,F10.2,1H%,19X,F10.2,1H%.,19X,
1 F10.2,1H%)
WRITE (2,28) STATA,STATB,STATR
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